
Studio 1
[WEIHOEK 1 ,  1930 ZAVENTEM]



[STUDIO 216m² -  CYCLO 79m²]
2 x  63A three  phase (400V)  suppl iesStudio map



[& SHOWER,  WI-FI ,  A IRPLAY SPEAKERS,  PRIVATE PARKING LOT]Pictures



50.8 STUDIO
WEIHOEK 1
1930 ZAVENTEM

Each studio have some parkings assigned, 
parking around studios is easy and free.

LIJN around 5-7 min. walk

Nossegem Centrum,
Zaventem Hoge Wei,
Nossegem Pootstraat,
Zaventem Mercuriusstraat

NMBS/SNCB 15 min. walk

Station Nossegem

BRUSSELS AIRPORT
Direct via Lijn n°830
15 min. ride

Access [WEIHOEK 1 ,  1930 ZAVENTEM]



Informations [WEIHOEK 1 ,  1930 ZAVENTEM]

HOURS
Studio’s daily basis is for a period of ten hours from 9.00 am to 7.00 pm.
Before 9.00 am and after 7.00 pm, occupancy shall be invoiced per hour 
as additional time, by periods of 30 minutes.
Bookings during weekend and national holidays are also available and 
will be subject to an extra fee.

PARKING
There are 9 parking spaces available for the client use in front of our buil-
ding. Parking around the studio is easy and free.
Our studios are also accessible by Lijn and train.

EXTRA POWER
A power extra fee shall be invoiced per rental day when the booking is for 
a movie production with cinema lights (such as HMI, TUNGSTEN, … )

POWER
The studio 1 have 88 kVA power
With 2x 63A tetra outlet and/or a distributor (2x 32A tetra, 1x 16A tetra, 9x 
16A mono)

SPECIAL REQUEST
For special events, long term video renting or any other special request, 
feel free to contact-us.

EQUIPMENT RENTAL
We have a large range of lighting and accessories from Broncolor, Leica 
and Hasselblad, as well as continuous lighting, stopmotion equipment, 
and we work with all of the rental companies in Brussels to supply us so as 
not to be out of stock.
We also provide all consumables (paper backgrounds, gelatins, diffusers, 
cinefoil, batteries, ...).
We are here to fulfill your requests, so don’t hesitate to contact us.

CYCLORAMA
Cyclorama is always white provided covered, reconditioning to white if 
used for the next client will be invoiced.
If you want the cyclorama (or the perpendicular wall) to be painted with a 
clean and fresh white coat or in a particular color visit our website in back-
ground section in equipment rental.

CATERING
We offer a large range of catering for every taste. You can also order 
breakfasts and drinks.
To learn more, visit the catering section in equipment rental on our website.


